Texas the only state with double-digit rate of unenrolled children
Journalist held at airport until he ‘admitted’ to writing propaganda

Newseum will close at the end of the year

Deadspin’s new bosses put it in writing to staff: Shut up and stick to sports

Census fails to count 100 million people as living in poverty

Trump’s false claims

In these times when journalists are disrespected, condemned, ridiculed, assaulted and constantly face layoffs, pay cuts and worse, let it be known that we honor and support journalists and journalism. Keep at it. Your work is important to the people and essential to democracy itself. – Roger Simmons

Each advertiser logo links to the website!
SPALSH DAY 2019! That’s what the season-ending party was called years ago: “Splash Day.” Still has a nice ring, don’t you think, especially with the pool in Buddy and Kim Jones’ backyard as a lure. A tidy gathering of 22 (plus seeing-eye wonderhounds Barbara and Gabe) made some mini-waves and pounded the killer potluck in July.

The players... Max and Sandy Baker, Mike and Sandie Cochran, Jenny Dean, John Dycus, Eddy and Ed Gallagher, Karen Gavis, Kathryn Jones and Dan Malone, Liz Campbell, Kim and Buddy Jones, Dave and Karen Leifer, Sarah Macias, Kay Pirtle, Tim Tune, Rebecca Aguilar, Shirley and Bill Jinkins – Kathryn Jones photos
TCC publications adviser Chris Whiteley is the new executive-elect of the College Media Association. He took his oath of office on the final AP Stylebook he bought as a college freshman in 1990. More than two years later on Tamu Territorial rewards and counts off at 4.
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